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ABSTRACT
Many concurrent dictionary data structures have been proposed� but usually
in the context of shared memory multiprocessors� In this paper� we present an
algorithm for a concurrent distributed B�tree that can be implemented on message
passing computer systems� Our distributed B�tree �the dB�tree� replicates the
interior nodes in order to improve parallelism and reduce message passing� The
dB�tree stores some redundant information in its nodes to permit the use of lazy
updates to maintain replica coherency� We show how the dB�tree algorithm can
be used to build an e�cient implementation of a highly parallel� data�balanced
distributed dictionary� the dE�tree�

Keywords� Concurrent dictionary data structures� Message passing multiproces�
sor systems� Balanced search trees� B�link trees� Replica coherency�

�� Introduction� We introduce a new balanced search tree algorithm
for distributed memory architectures� The search tree uses the B�link tree ����
as a base� and distributes ownership of the nodes among the processors that
maintain the tree� We also replicate the non�leaf nodes� to improve paral�
lelism� If we apply a read�one� write�all consistency maintenance rule �		��
then reading a node becomes cheaper and writing to a node becomes more
expensive as we increase the degree of replication� We observe that a node






close to the root is often read� but rarely written to� but a node close to a leaf
is rarely read� but is �relatively� often written to� Therefore� our ownership
rule is that if a processor owns a leaf� it owns a copy of all nodes from the
root to the leaf� The root is replicated at every node� so operations can be
initiated in a fully parallel manner� while the often�modied nodes near the
leaf are only moderately replicated� reducing the cost of their maintenance�
Restructuring in a B�tree occurs on the path from the root to the leaf� A
processor that restructures a node also has a local copy of the parent� so
that restructuring decisions can be made locally� eliminating the need for
centralized control and permitting further parallelism�

If the keys of a distributed data structure are arbitrarily or statically
allocated to the processors� then some processors might be required to store
a disproportionate share of the keys� Such an imbalance might cause a
processor to exhaust its storage space even though other processors can
store many more keys� A distributed search structure needs to be able to
perform data balancing in order to e�ciently use the storage that is available
in the system� We show how data balancing can be implemented using the
�exible distributed B�link tree algorithms�

���� Search Trees� Search trees are widely used for fast implementa�
tions of dictionary abstract data types� A dictionary is a partial mapping
from keys to data that supports three operations� insert� delete and search�
For simplicity we will assume that the dictionary stores no data with the keys
and so may be viewed as a set of keys� A number of useful computations
can be implemented in terms of dictionary abstract data types� including
symbol tables� priority queues and pattern matching systems�

The B�tree was originally introduced by Bayer �
�� The B�tree algorithms
for sequential applications were designed to minimize the response time for
a single query and the sequential algorithm for a single search operation
on a balanced B�tree has logarithmic complexity� The improvement in the
response time that may be achieved by a parallel algorithm for a single
search can at best be logarithmic in the number of processors used �����
Therefore� for parallel systems a more important concern is increasing system
throughput for a series of search� insertion and deletion operations executing
in parallel�

The large number of concurrent search tree algorithms presented in the
literature ���� �� �
� 

� �	� ��� 	
� ��� ��� ��� 	�� 	� ��� 	�� 	�� prevents a
complete description of each in this paper� Instead� we discuss the common
issues that are addressed by all of the algorithms�

All concurrent search tree algorithms share the problem of managing
contention� Concurrency control is required to ensure that two or more
independent processes accessing a B�tree do not interfere with each other�
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A common approach is to associate a read�write lock with every node in
the search tree �	��� This causes data contention as writers block incoming
writers and readers� and readers block incoming writers� The contention
is severe when it occurs at higher levels in the search tree� particularly at
the root �often termed a root bottleneck ���� 
���� Similar problems are
caused by resource contention� In a shared�memory architecture all of the
processes trying to access the same tree node will access the same memory
module on the machine� Similarly� for message�passing architectures� the
processor on which a node resides will receive messages from every processor
trying to access the node� Resource contention is again most serious for the
higher levels in the search tree� Node replication �	�� reduces contention
but requires a coherence protocol to maintain consistency� The redundant
information stored in dB�tree nodes allows the use of lazy update algorithms
to maintain consistency�

Associated with the contention issue is the problem of process overtaking�
This may occur when a process that holds a lock selects the next node it
wishes to access� releases its lock and attempts to acquire a lock for the next
node� A second process may acquire a lock on the next node between the
original process releasing the old lock and acquiring the lock for the next
node� The second process can then update the node in such a fashion as to
cause the rst process to lock the wrong node when it eventually acquires the
lock� To prevent this kind of process overtaking many algorithms have their
operations use lock coupling to block independent operations ���� 
��� An
operation traverses the tree by obtaining the appropriate lock on the child
before releasing the lock it holds on the parent� B�link trees ���� ��� ���
eliminate the need for lock coupling� If the wrong node is reached at any
stage the operation is able to nd the correct node� This reduces the number
of locks that must be held concurrently and increases throughput� We use
the B�link tree as a base for the dB�tree�

���� Previous Work� Wang and Weihl �	�� 	�� have proposed that
parallel B�trees be stored using Multi�version Memory� a special cache co�
herence algorithm for linked data structures� Multi�version Memory permits
only a single update to occur on a replicated node at any point in time
�analogous to value logging �	�� �� in transaction systems�� Our algorithm
permits concurrent updates on replicated nodes �analogous to transition log�

ging �	�� ����
Ellis �
�� has proposed algorithms for a distributed hash table� The

directories of the table are replicated among several sites� and the data
buckets are distributed among several sites� The hash table is a shallow
search structure� so every update to the index structure must be distributed
to every copy of the index� The distribution of updates can be limited in a
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distributed B�tree because it is a multilevel index structure� Also� the B�link
tree is a very �exible data structure in which more sophisticated operations�
such as range queries� can be easily implemented� Yen and Bastani ���� have
developed algorithms for implementing a hash table on a SIMD parallel
computer� such as a CM�� The authors examine the use of chaining� linear
probing� and double hashing to handle bucket over�ows�

Peleg �
�� ��� has proposed several structures for implementing a dis�
tributed dictionary� The concern of these papers is the message complexity
of access and data balancing� However� the issues of e�ciency and concur�
rent access are not addressed� Matsliach and Shmueli ���� propose methods
for distributing search structures in a way that has a high space utilization�
The authors assume that the index is stored in shared memory� however�
and don�t address issues of concurrent restructuring�

Deitzfelbinger and Meyer auf der Hyde ��� give algorithms for implement�
ing a hash table on a synchronous network� Ranade ���� gives algorithms
and performance bounds for implementing a search tree in a synchronous
butter�y or mesh network�

Colbrook et al� ��� have proposed a pipelined distributed B�tree� where
each level of the tree is maintained by a di�erent processor� The parallelism
that can be obtained from this implementation is limited by the number of
levels in the tree� and the distributed tree is not data�balanced�

The contribution of this paper is to present a highly parallel distributed
B�tree �the dB�tree� that permits concurrent updates on a replicated tree
node� and rarely blocks operations� We show how our distributed B�tree can
be used to implement an e�cient� highly parallel� data balanced distributed
dictionary �the dE�tree�� In Section � we describe the dB�tree� In Section �
we show how the dE�tree can be built from the dB�tree� Finally� conclusions
are drawn in Section 	�

�� The dB�tree� a Concurrent Distributed B�tree�

���� Concurrent B�link tree Algorithms� As a base for our dis�
tributed B�tree� we use the concurrent B�link tree ���� ��� ���� The B�link
tree algorithms have been found to have the highest performance among all
existing concurrent B�tree algorithms ���� 
�� 	��� Restructuring operations
on B�link trees are performed one node at a time� so that the algorithms
can be easily translated to a distributed environment� In a B�link tree� ev�
ery node contains a pointer to its right neighbor� In the concurrent B�link
tree algorithm� each node also contains a eld� highest� which is the high�
est valued key that can be stored in the subtree rooted at that node� The
B�link tree algorithms use the additional information stored in the nodes
to let an operation recover if it misnavigates in the tree due to out�of�date

	



information�
The template for the concurrent B�link tree algorithm described by Sa�

giv ���� is shown as Code 
� Search operations start by placing an R �read�
lock on the root and then searching the root to determine the next node to
access� The search operation then unlocks the root and places an R lock on
the next node� The search operation continues accessing the interior nodes
in this manner until it reaches the leaf that could contain the key that it
is searching for� If the operation reads a node and nds that the highest

eld is lower than the key it is searching for� it follows the right pointer of
the node� When the search operation reaches the leaf that would contain
the key that it is searching for� it searches the leaf for the key and returns
success or failure depending on whether the key is or is not in the leaf�

link locate and decisive�key� x�

var

node� n�next

n �� root

loop �� invariant� x is in inreach�n� ��

lock�n�

next �� find�x�n�

if next is nil�

exit from loop

unlock�n�

n �� next

end loop

�� x is in keyset�n� ��

dec�o��x�n�

restructure��

Code �� Concurrent B�link tree algorithm�

An insert operation works in two phases� A search phase and a re�
structuring phase� The search phase on the insert operation uses the same
algorithm as the search operation� except that it places W �exclusive write�
locks on the leaf nodes� When the insert operation reaches the appropriate
leaf� it inserts its key if the key is not already in the leaf� If the leaf is now
too full� the insert operation must split the leaf and restructure the tree� as
in the usual B�tree algorithm� The operations hold at most one lock at a
time� so they must break the restructuring into disjoint pieces� So� when an
insert operation nds that it must restructure the tree it performs a half�

split operation �see Figure 
�� A half split operation consists of creating a
new node �the sibling�� transferring half of the node�s keys to the sibling�
and linking the sibling into the leaf list� In order to complete the split� the
insert operation releases the lock on the node� locks the parent� and inserts
a pointer to the sibling� If the parent becomes too full� the insert operation
applies the same restructuring steps� Notice that for a period of time� there
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is no pointer in the parent to the sibling� Operations can still reach the
sibling because of the right pointers and highest eld�

C

C

C

sibling

sibling

B

B

B

A

A

A

parent

parent

parent

Complete the split

Half-split

Initially

Fig� �� Half�split operation

The B�link tree in a shared memory multiprocessor does not easily sup�
port the deletion of nodes� Lehman and Yao ���� recommend that nodes are
never deleted� Sagiv ���� describes garbage collection algorithms for under�
full nodes� Lanin and Shasha ����� and Wang �	�� describe an algorithm that
leaves stubs in place of deleted nodes� We show how nodes can safely be
removed from the tree due to the explicit naming of shared nodes�

���� The dB�tree� Our distributed B�tree algorithm builds on the con�
current B�link algorithms� An example dB�tree �distributed B�tree� is shown
in Figure �� The leaves of the dB�tree are distributed among four processors�
The interior nodes of the dB�tree are replicated among several processors�
The rule for replicating the interior is that if a processor owns a leaf then
it owns a copy of every node from the path from the root to the leaf� in�
clusive� Each processor on a level has links to both neighbors� not just the
right neighbor� Keeping the nodes on a level in a double linked list simpli�
es replication control and the deletion of nodes �as will be discussed later��
and also aids in downwards range queries� In addition� each node stores its
distance from the leaves�

The nodes of the dB�tree are distributed among the processors� which
do not share a common memory space� Instead of naming the nodes with
address� we will name them with tags� Each node has a unique tag� These
tags can be generated by requiring each processor to keep a count of the
objects that it creates� When a processor creates a node� it names it with
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Fig� �� A dB�tree

the counter concatenated with the processor id� A pointer in a dB�tree node
is a node tag together with a list of the processors that own a copy of the
node� In order to access a node� the processor translates the tag to a local
address through a translation table �organized as a hash table� for example��

The dB�tree has three operations dened on it� search�v�� insert�v�� and
delete�v�� These operations have the usual semantics� An operation on the
dB�tree performs actions on the tree nodes in order to perform its computa�
tion� The actions are performed atomically by a processor on the processor�s
local data� Each processor has a queue of pending actions that need to be
performed on its local nodes� A processor that helps to maintain the dB�
tree accepts operations from other processors and performs the operation�s
suboperations� Conversely� a processor can send an operation to a di�erent
processor� Thus� each processor executes Code ��

while�	�

get task��node�action�parameters� from the work queue

local node�lookup�node�

if�node not found�

execute recovery actions

else

execute action on local node

Code �� Main loop of the node manager�

If a processor does not store the node that the action is requesting� the
action has misnavigated and must recover from its error� This case can occur
if the processor once stored the node� but later deleted or transferred it� We
later discuss the possibilities for this type of misnavigation�

A search operation that originates at one of the participating processors
starts by performing a node�search action on the locally stored copy of the
root� A search operation that originates at a processor that does not help
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maintain the dB�tree must transmit its request to one of the participating
processors� The node�search action is completely local� the node can be
read in parallel at every processor that owns a copy of the node� and a
node�search at one processor does not block an update of the same node
at another processor� The node�search action determines the next node to
access� and is essentially one step of the algorithm in Code 
� A copy of the
next node on the search path may be stored locally� in which case the local
copy should be used� or all copies may be stored remotely� in which case the
processor must send the operation to a processor that stores a copy of the
node�

node search�local node�v�action�

if�v is in the range of local node�

if�local node is a leaf or level�local node��i

and the action is for level i�

execute action on local node

else

locate child

perform local search�child�v�action�

else

locate neighbor

perform local search�neighbor�v�action�

Code �� Node�search action�

A node search action is used as the basic mechanism for ensuring that
an action is performed on the correct node �as in the case of Sagiv�s algorithm
������ Thus� node search is written so that it can deliver an action to a non�
leaf node�

As an example� if a search operation for a key stored in L� originates
in processor �� then the operation reads processor ��s copy of the root and
I
� then transmits a request to read L� at processor 	� If a processor has a
choice of sites to send the search operation to� it can make a choice based
any reasonable criteria� such as locality or estimated load� For example� if a
search request for a key stored at L� originates at processor �� processor �
chooses between processors 
� �� and 	 to service the request to search node
I�� When the search operation reaches the correct leaf� it returns a success
message to the originating processor if the key is in the leaf� and a failure

message otherwise�
If an insert or delete operation does not cause restructuring� then it is

executed in the same way as a search operation� except that the action on
the leaf is to insert or delete a key� The insert and delete actions can be
applied to inserting keys into a leaf and to inserting pointers to new children
into a parent� The insert and delete actions are specied Code 	 and ��
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insert�local node�v��pointer��

if�no deletion is recorded for �v�pointer�

insert key �and pointer� into local node

update replicated copies of local node

if�local node is too full�

perform half
split�local node�

else

remove the record of the deletion�

Code �� Insert algorithm�

delete�local node�v�

if� key is in node�

delete key from local node

update replicated copies of local node

else if � local node is not a leaf�

record deletion on node

Code �� Delete algorithm�

Insert and delete actions are performed asynchronously� As a result�
an action for the insertion of a child might arrive at a parent after the
action that deletes the link arrives� If a delete action arrives and there
is no corresponding link to delete� the delete is recorded and cancels the
corresponding insert�

If an insert causes a node to become too full� it triggers a half�split
action� We allow the implementation to choose the point at which node
merges are triggered �for example� merge�at�empty causes little loss in space
utilization ��
�� but greatly simplies the implementation��

���� dB�tree Half�splits and Half�merges� The use of double links
requires that splitting a node be carried out in three steps instead of two�
The half�split action is shown in Code �� and is illustrated in Figure �� When
node B becomes too full� it splits into B and Sibling� each taking half of
the keys that were stored in B� The Sibling node can be stored locally or
transferred to a di�erent processor or set of processors� The next step is to
make the leaf list consistent� Finally� a pointer to Sibling must be inserted
into parent� The split procedure is carried out by performing actions on the
nodes� First� a half�split action is performed on node B� Next� a link�change
action is sent to node C� and insert action is sent to parent� Note that there
might be several copies of B� Sibling and parent� The actions on the sibling
and the parent can be performed concurrently� and the half�split action does
not block waiting for their completion� Instead� an action is sent to the
responsible processors� Also note that the parent might have been split or
merged� so that several search actions might have to be performed before the
insert or link�change actions can be performed� We will assume for now that
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Split B

Make C point to sibling
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Fig� �� A dB�tree half�split

modication suboperations are performed on all copies of a node atomically�

half split�local node�

create sibling

transfer half of the keys from local node to sibling

make link point to sibling

add sibling to incoming link list

perform link change�local node � sibling� on neighbor

perform insert�sibling� on parent

Code �� Half�split action�

After a node is merged into another� or becomes empty� it must be
removed from the tree� The half�merge procedure is shown in Code �� and
is illustrated in Figure 	� First� the node that is to be deleted� B� must
contact one of its neighbors �A� to transfer its key range� and any keys that
it contains� When the transfer is completed� B marks itself as deleted� and
indicates that node A contains its keyspace� In addition� node A performs
a link change so that it points to B�s other sibling� Node B then sends a
link�change action to its other sibling� C� and a delete action to its parent�

While one node splits or merges� its neighbors might concurrently split
or merge� Therefore� the node that should perform the link�change action
must be identied by its upper �or lower� key space range rather than by
name� Furthermore� the range boundary might be deleted due to a merge�
In this case� the link�change is no longer applicable� so it should be ignored�

In order to ensure that every node on a level of the index can reach every
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Fig� �� A dB�tree half�merge

other node on the same level� we require that all links to a merged node from
a node on the same level must be removed before the merged node can be
deleted� Every node keeps a list of the nodes that might contain a left link
to it� The left and right neighbor of a node n contain links to n� or will
soon perform a link�change action to do so� In addition� nodes to the left of
n might have not yet completed the link�change action due to a split� and
previously deleted nodes might still remain in the structure �see Figure ���
When a node splits� it adds the name of the new sibling to the incoming�link

list� and the sibling receives the name of the right neighbor� When a node
agrees to a half�merge� it puts the deleted node on its incoming�link list�
When a link�change action is performed� the node that performs the action
acknowledges the link�change� A deleted node informs the node it merged
with when its space is reclaimed�

If a node merges with its left neighbor� it must wait until all nodes on
its incoming�link list have acknowledged the link change before reclaiming
its space� If a node merges with its right neighbor� it must also wait for
an acknowledgement from its left neighbor� If a node receives a right�link
change action from a node on its incoming�link list� it deletes that node from
the list �and possibly records the new right neighbor in the left link list��

half merge�local node�

contact neighbor� agree to merge

transfer keys and keyspace

mark local node as deleted� drain requests to neighbor

perform link change�local node � neighbor� on other neighbor

perform delete�local node� on parent

when all nodes on incoming
link list have acknowledged







d

d

Fig� �� Old links to a deleted node�

a link
change or a deletion

inform neighbor of deletion

reclaim space

Code �� Half�merge action�

accept half merge�local node� neighbor�

if a half
merge is acceptable�

agree to the half
merge

accept keys and keyspace

update link pointer

add neighbor to incoming
link list

Code 	� Accepting a merge request�

If the link�change actions are performed in the order they are generated�
then the doubly�linked list of nodes on a level will be correctly maintained�
All requests for a link�change on a node are causally related �since they are
generated by actions at the neighbor�� so a numbering scheme can be used
to enforce the ordering �����

link change�local node � neighbor� boundary value�

if the boundary value matches local node�s boundary�

change the link� obeying the causal ordering

acknowledge the link
change

Code 
� Link�change action�

When the parent of a deleted node receives a deletion from a bound�
ary child� it might nd that its keyspace has shrunk� For an example� see
Figure �� In this case� the boundary values of the parents must be mod�
ied through a link�change action� For a period of time� there will be an
unclaimed key range in the parent�s list� If messages are received in the
order sent� however� this will cause an action to be misrouted only once� In
addition� the grandparent must be informed of the new boundary�

���� Misrouted Actions� A node is deleted without guarantees that
no action will attempt to access it in the future� In particular� actions might
arrive from the parent or the children of the deleted node� As a result� a
request to perform an action on a node might arrive at a processor that does
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Fig� �� Shifting the key range in the parent�

not store that node� The processor must nd a node in the dB�tree to submit
the action� The node to submit the action on can be the node that sent the
action� another node in the same level� or the root� The node�search action
will eventually deliver the misrouted action to the intended destination�

��	� Integrating Concurrency Control with Replica Coherency�

In the above discussion� we have assumed that modications to nodes occur
atomically� We can achieve the atomic updates by requiring that modifying
actions lock every copy of the modied node before performing the update
and block all reads and updates on the node� by using one of the well�
known algorithms for managing replicated data �		� 
��� However� we can
maintain our replicated nodes with far less synchronization and overhead�
First� observe that it is not necessary to distribute the contents of the node
on every modication� it is only necessary to distribute the modication
itself� Second� the tree is never left in an incorrect state� so that search
actions do not need to be blocked� Third� many of the modifying actions
commute� Several authors have studied the issue of concurrency control on
abstract data types when some operations may commute �
�� �	� 	�� 	�� 	���
but in the context of a transaction processing system� Our algorithms are
similar to those described by Ellis �
�� to maintain the replicated directories
of the distributed hash tables in so that it is not always necessary that all
actions are performed in the same order at all nodes� For example� insert
actions may be performed out�of�order� In the example shown in Figure ��
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Fig� 	� Lazy inserts

nodes A and B have split� and pointers to the new nodes �A� and B�� need
to be inserted in the pointers to the parents� During the time from when a
sibling is created to when a pointer to the sibling is inserted into the parent�
the sibling can still be reached by the search� insert� and delete actions by
the right and left pointers� So� if two inserts to the parent node are pending�
it does not matter which is performed rst� so that they can be performed
in a di�erent order in di�erent copies of the parent node�

Not all actions on a node can be performed in an arbitrary order� Con�
sider� as one example� two copies of a node that is full� There are two actions
that are pending on the node� an insert and a delete� Suppose that the insert
is performed before the delete at the rst copy� and the delete is performed
before the insert at the second copy� The rst copy will decide to split the
node� and the second copy will not� The problem is not that inserts and
deletes must be ordered� rather the problem arises because the split action
must be ordered with the insert and delete actions�

In order to argue for the correctness of the data structure� we need a
correctness condition� The most natural correctness condition is that if no
more operations are applied to the data structure� it will eventually evolve
into a state such that all replicated copies of the nodes are the same� and
their contents are the same as if the set of operations were applied to a
single�copy data structure� sequentially in the equivalent serial order �	
� ���

Shasha and Goodman �	
� describe proof schemas for concurrent search
structures �as discussed later�� For link�type data structures� if each action
is atomic� maps a good state to good state �i�e� the structure can still be
used after the action�� and no action accesses a node after it is removed from


	



the search structure� then the algorithm is correct� To handle replication�
we need two additional conditions� First� every copy of a node eventually
receives the same set of actions� Second� non�commuting actions are per�
formed in the same order at every copy� In addition� the replication algo�
rithms should enforce any desired orderings on the actions� such as requiring
that link changes be executed in the order requested�

We can categorize actions on nodes as being lazy� semi�synchronous�
synchronous according to the amount of synchronization required to perform
the action� A lazy action does not need to synchronize with other lazy
actions� A semi�synchronous action must synchronize with some� but not all
other actions� We classify a synchronous action as one that must be ordered
with all other actions� or that requires communication with other nodes�

In ����� Johnson and Krishna present a framework for creating and ana�
lyzing lazy update algorithms� The framework is used to develop algorithms
that can manage a dB�tree node� The algorithm uses lazy insert actions and
semi�synchronous half�split actions� In addition� the algorithm framework
accounts for ordered actions� to require that classes of actions are performed
on a node in the order in which they are generated� For example� the link�
change actions are ordered�

�� Correctness of the Operations� Shasha and Goodman �	
� pro�
vide a framework for proving the correctness of non�replicated concurrent
data structures� We make extensive use of their framework in order to dis�
cuss operation correctness�

An abstract data type consists of a data structure� D� and a set of opera�
tions on the data structure� In the case of a dictionary ADT� the operations
are insert� delete� and search� An operation consists of a sequence of actions
which carry out the operation�

An ADT operation takes the search structure from one state to another�
For example� an insert operation adds its key to the search structure state�
The rst issue that we need to address is the meaning of the state of the
search structure� The work that we base this section on �	
� assumed that
the search structure state is globally observable � an assumption that ap�
plies in the context of a multiprogrammed uniprocessor or a tightly coupled
parallel processor� We are interested search structures in an asynchronous
distributed system� in which a global time does not exist� As a result� we
need to be careful in dening the state of the search structure at some par�
ticular point in the computation�

The nodes of the search structure are distributed across the processors
in some manner while the operations are performing their actions� Each
node will have contain some keys �perhaps none�� and will contain pointers
to other nodes� possibly stored on di�erent processors� Intuitively� the col�
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lection of these nodes and their contents are collectively the global state� but
the question is� when do you look at the nodes in order to collect the global
state� Due to restrictions on the speed of light� we cannot examine the state
of all of the nodes simultaneously� While we are recording the nodes in one
processor� the state of the nodes might be changing in another� We will
use the concept of a consistent snapshot ��� to dene our global state� The
global state corresponds to what we might see if we were to run the snapshot
algorithm� If all actions have been completed� and there is a simultaneous
global state� then that is the snapshot that we will get�

The search structures that we are modeling are also replicated search
structures� so that a node of the logical search structure might be stored at
several di�erent processors� We say that the physically stored replicas of the
logical node are copies of the logical node� We will generally refer to the
physically stored records as copies� and the logical records as nodes� Since
we are using an asynchronous instead of a synchronous system� replicated
copies of a node will not in general have the same value� To indicate that
a set of copies are members of a set of copies of a node� we will mark all
physical nodes in the system with a label� Two copies have the same label
i�� they are replicated copies of the same logical node� We refer to the
logical node by the label assigned to the copies�

The state S of a distributed search structure is

S � �N�C� copies�E� root� contents� edgeset�

where
� N is the set of nodes in the logical search structure�
� C is the set of physically stored copies�
� copiesmaps a logical node to its physical copies� We use the function
label as the inverse mapping of copies� We note that there might
be some copies that have no corresponding node�

� E is the set of directed edges in the data structure� E � copies�N��
copies�N��

� root is a distinguished node� root � N � The copies of the root are
root copies�

� contents is a function that returns the keys contained in a copy of
a node� contents � c� �keyspace �

� edgeset is a function that returns the set of keys that an operation
that traverses the edge would be searching for� edgeset � E �
�keyspace � edgeset�c� c�� � fkj an operation on key k starting at c
will traverse E to c�g�

If in state s� all copies with label l have the same value� then logical node
l is single copy equivalent� If all logical nodes l are single copy equivalent
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in state s� then the search structure is single copy equivalent� If for every
c � C� contents�c� �� � implies that jcopies�label�c��j � 
� then the search
structure does not replicate data� In this paper� we consider only search
structures that do not replicate data�

Given a path P � �e�� e�� � � � � ek�� the pathset of P is the intersection of
the edgesets of the edges in P � Suppose that there is only one copy of the
root� copy�root� �In this case we call the search structure single rooted�� The
inset of a copy c is the union of the pathsets of all paths from the copy�root�
to c� The outset of a node n is the union of the edgesets of all edges leaving
n� The keyset of a node n is the di�erence between the inset and the outset
of n� That is� keyset�n� is the set of keys that could be stored in n�

A �single�rooted� search structure is in a good state if�
� keyset�c�jc � C partitions the keyspace�
� �c�Ccontents�c� � keyset�c�

A multirooted search structure has several root copies� and possible sev�
eral roots� A multirooted search structure is in a good state if�

� The data structure is in a good state wrt� the edge set of every root
copy�

� For every node� its keyset is the same wrt� every root copy�
The global contents GC of the search structure is the union of the con�

tents of the nodes in the search structure GC � 	n�N contents�n�� The
operations on a data structure map the structure from one global contents
to another� Each operation has a speci�cation� which is a mapping between
stated�

� member�x��ds� � �ds� bool� where bool � true i� x � ds

� insert�x��ds� � �ds�� nil� where ds� � ds 	 fxg
� delete�x��ds� � �ds�� nil� where ds� � ds
 fxg

An operation executes by submitting an initial action� whose execution
submits subsequent actions� and so forth until no further actions due to the
operation are executing or pending at any processor� We dene an execution
of an operation O to be �A��� r�� where A consists of O and the actions that
the program for O issues� � is a partial ordering on the actions in A� and r

is the return values of the actions in A� The partial ordering � is the causal
happens�before ordering� a� �� a� i�� a� and a� are executed on the same
processor and a� is executed before a�� or a� on processor p� sends message
m to processor p� that executes a�� and p� receives m before it executes a��
Then� � is the transitive closure of ��� If two actions are related by �� then
they are ordered� otherwise they are concurrent� An operation might contain
concurrent actions if it performs an update on all copies of a replicated node�
for example�

A computation is a quadruple �s� s�� E� ��� where s is the search structure
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state before the computation starts� s� is the search structure state after
the computation completes� E � f�A�� ��� r��� � � � � �An� �n� rn�g is the set
of operations in the execution� and � is a partial order that extends the
operation partial orders �	ni�� �i� ��� The partial order�means that if a �
a�� then a completes before a� begins �so actions that occur simultaneously
aren�t ordered��

Proposition �� If c � �s� s�� E� �� is a distributed search structure

computation� then there is a total order �� on the actions of c such that

���� and �� does not change the return values or the �nal state of any of

the actions� Proof� Since there is no communication between processors
that execute concurrent actions� we can order two concurrent actions arbi�
trarily� Thus� we can place a total order on the execution of the actions of
an operation� Similarly� we can place a total order �c on the actions in the
distributed computation �S� S�� E� �� �By using Lamport�s timestamps� for
example� �

The actions Ac of the search structure computation c can thus be seri�
alized as A � �a�� a�� � � � � am�� The sequence of states si � ai�si���� s� � s

corresponds to a sequence of snapshots of the global state that we could
take during the computation� A di�erent set of snapshots would order con�
current actions di�erently� and we would see a di�erent set of global states�
but the operation return values and the nal search structure state would
be the same� The serialized order is thus one possible serialized order� but
all serialized orders are equivalent in all important aspects�

Let �s� s�� E� �� be a computation� and let Oi be the parent of �Ai� �i� ri�
in E� i � 
 � � � � n� Let P � fO�� � � � � Omg� A computation c is �semantically�
serializable if


� P has a total order �P � The execution of the sequence �P��P � on
GCs yields GCs� for a nal state� and returns r�Oi� as the return
value for each operation Oi�

A computation c is strict serializable is

� It is serializable�
�� �j�k�������m� ��x�Aj

�y�Ok
x � y�� Oj �P Ok�

If one of the actions adec � dec�O� of operation O can be distinguished
as the decisive action� then we can dene another type of serializability� A
computation c is decisive action serializable if


� c is serializable
�� �j�k�������m�dec�Oj� � dec�Ok��� Oj �p Ok�

The decisive action of an operation is typically the one that changes the
global state of the data structure� or which decides the return value� Deci�
sive operation serializability is a stronger condition than strict serializability�
�decisive operation serializable implies strict serializable� but is somewhat
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easier to prove�
The correctness condition for a computation is some type of serializ�

ability � that it is equivalent to a serial execution� We generally start by
assuming that a base serial algorithm is correct� and building on the serial
algorithm� That is� we assume that the analogue of the serial algorithm�
which issues actions to all copies simultaneously and executes in isolation�
is correct�

As mentioned previously� the decisive action of an operation is meant
to be the action that �performs� the operation� We say that action a of
operation o is proper decisive if action a performs o�s specication� A total
well�formed search structure computation c is a keyset computation if


� c begins in a good state and each action in c maps a good state to
a good state�

�� Each dictionary operation execution has exactly one decisive action�
which is proper decisive�

�� Nondecisive actions do not change the global contents�
Theorem �� If c � �s� s�� E� �� is a keyset computation� then c is

strict serializable� Proof� A keyset computation is a total well�formed
computation� so all of the actions can be ordered� In particular� the decisive
actions of the operations can be ordered� Let DO � �o�� � � � � on� be the
ordering of the dictionary operations of c according to the ordering of their
decisive actions� We let DO be the serial execution� whose specication is
��ds�� v��� � � � � �dsn� vn��� Consider the actions of c� Since the non�decisive
operations don�t change the global state� the global state remains the same
from one decisive action to another� Since actions map good states to good
states� when a decisive action is performed� it maps a representative of dsi��
to dsi� and returns the value vi� The global contents don�t change after
the last decisive operation� so the nal state of the computation is dsn�
Therefore� c is decisive operation serializable and thus strict serializable�

We actually want a stronger condition than serializability� since we want
the search structure to look like a single�copy search structure� In partic�
ular� we want the the nal state of the search structure to be single copy
equivalent�

De
nition� a distributed search structure computation is a distributed

keyset computation if it is a keyset computation� and s� is single copy equiv�
alent�

A distributed keyset computation is a keyset computation� so the oper�
ations are serializable� If the nal state is single copy equivalent� then the
search structure will have the appearance of a single copy search structure�
We note that a distributed keyset computation is only required to be single
copy equivalent in the nal state� not in any intermediate state� The issue
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of single copy equivalence is addressed in �����
A link algorithm is a concurrent data structure that uses linked nodes

to allow concurrent actions without locks� If an operation misnavigates due
to the action of some other operation� the misnavigated node can recover

from the misnavigation by following the link pointers� Code 
 shows the
execution of a typical link algorithm� In the case of the dB�tree� the search�
insert� and delete actions on the leaves are the decisive actions�

Shasha and Goodman show a correctness criteria for link�type algo�
rithms� Let P �n�m� be the set of all paths from n to m� Then we dene the
inreach of a node to be�

	m�V�p�P �n�m�pathset�p� � inset�m�

Intuitively� the inreach of a node n is the set of keys that �should be stored�
in n and the keys that �should be stored� in other nodes for which there is a
legal path to that node�

The restructuring phase of the operation might do nothing but release
the lock on n� A link algorithm will work if the inreach of next does not
decrease � so that an operation can recover from an undetected decrease in
the inset of next� Shasha and Goodman present the following guidelines for
link�type algorithms


� Every non�decisive action maps a good state to a good state�
�� If x � keyset�n� in the state preceding dec�o��x� n�� and dec�o��x� n�

occurs� then dec�o��x� n� is a proper decisive action for o and maps
a good state to a good state�

�� Nondecisive action do not change the global contents�
	� If an action a removes x from inreach�n�� then no action a� with

argument x accesses n after a�
Theorem � �Shasha and Goodman�� If a computation C begins in a

good state� and the dictionary actions in C use the link technique and satisfy

the guidelines� then C is decisive�action serializable�

Corollary �� The dB�tree is decisive�action serializable� Proof�

The proof of the corollary consists of applying Theorem � to the dB�tree�
regarding it as a multi�rooted search structure� We note rst that the dB�
tree uses the link technique� Thus� we need to show that the guidelines are
followed�


� Keys are stored only in leaf nodes� and the leaf nodes partition the
keyspace� Therefore� every non�decisive action maps a good state
to a good state�

�� A search insert or a delete operation uses the node�search action to
locate the key with the proper key range� then atomically perform
the decisive action� Therefore� the decisive action is proper decisive
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and maps a good state to a good state�
�� The global contents of the dB�tree are stored in the leaves� If the

replica coherency algorithm ensures that link�change actions are ex�
ecuted in the order they are issued� then every leaf is reachable from
every node� For a period of time� a parent may point to a deleted
node whose space is reclaimed� and hence a portion of the key space
K may not be directly reachable from the parent� However� the algo�
rithm detects this condition� and the link will eventually be changed�
and K will again be reachable� Hence� operations on K are blocked
for a period of time� but keys in K are not removed from the global
contents�

	� After the space for a node is reclaimed� the algorithm does not
permit access to the node� and instead executes a recovery action�

�

�� Distributing the Data � The dE�tree� A simple implementation
of a distributed dictionary is to statically divide the key range among the
processors and direct operations to the processor that manages the opera�
tion�s key� The problem with the simple approach is that the processors will
not be data�balanced� Even if each insert is equally likely to be directed
to each processor� the processor with the most keys will hold considerably
more keys than the average �
��� Data�balancing is necessary in order to dis�
tribute the request load� prevent processors from being required to devote
a disproportionate share of their memory resources to the dictionary� and
prevent out�of�storage errors when storage is available on other processors�

Ellis� algorithm �
�� performs data�balancing whenever a processor runs
out of storage� Peleg �
�� ��� has studied the issue of data�balancing in
distributed dictionaries from a complexity point of view� requiring that no
processor store more than O�M�N� keys� whereM is the number of keys and
N is the number of processors� In practice� this denition is simultaneously
too strong and too weak� because it ignores constants and node capacities�

Our dB�tree provides us with the �exibility to perform data balancing
among the processors� for the leaves of the tree can be distributed among
the processors in an arbitrary fashion� If a processor splits a node� it can
assign the newly created node to the processor that owns the fewest leaves�

Data balancing using the above mechanism is expensive� because every
restructuring requires communication among the processors� and causes the
internal nodes to be widely replicated� One way to reduce the communication
costs is to try to have neighboring leaves stored in the same processor� We
dene an extent to be a maximal length sequence of neighboring leaves that
are owned by the same processor� When a processor decides that it owns too
many leaves� it rst looks at the processors who own neighboring extents� If
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the neighbor will accept the leaves� the processor transfers some of its leaves
to the neighbor� If no neighboring processor is lightly loaded� the heavily
loaded processor searches for a lightly loaded processor and creates a new
extent�

Figure � shows a four processor dB�tree that is data balanced using the
extents� Notice that the extents have the characteristics of a leaf in the
dB�tree� they have an upper and lower range� are doubly linked� accept the
dictionary operations� and are occasionally split or merged� We can trans�
form the extent�balanced dB�tree into the dE�tree� the distributed extent
tree� Each processor manages a number of extents� The keys stored in the
extent are kept in some convenient data structure� Each extent is linked
with its neighboring extent�

The extents are managed as the leaves in a dB�tree� When a processor
decides that it is too heavily loaded� it rst looks at the neighboring extents
to take some of its keys� If all neighboring processors are heavily loaded�
a new extent is created for a lightly loaded processor� The processor that
manages the new extent can chosen according to a number of heuristics
that examine factors such as data load� processor capacity� communication
locality� and degree of replication� The creation and deletion of extents� and
the shifting of keys between extents in the dE�tree correspond to splitting
and merging leaves in the dB�tree� and the index can be updated by using
dB�tree algorithms�

The primary advantage of the dE�tree over the dB�tree is a great reduc�
tion in the amount of index restructuring that is required� since many more
keys must be inserted or deleted before a restructuring is required� In addi�
tion� the size of the distributed index is reduced� because the size becomes
proportional to the number of processors instead of the number of keys� and
we assume that each processor can store many keys�

���� Propagating Load Information� Information about the load
on processors must be distributed throughout the system so that informed
decisions for creating and placing new extents can be made� The design
of a load propagation mechanism must address the tradeo� between prop�
agating information quickly to all processors� which can require signicant
communication bandwidth to distribute the load information� and propagat�
ing information either too slowly or to too few processors� which can result
in load imbalance and processors sitting idle because the system is slow to
react to changes in the load on individual processors�

In addition� many load�balancing techniques become unstable in large
systems� Instability can arise because information is propagated too slowly�
so that many processors may think another is lightly loaded long after it
becomes heavily loaded and continue to create tasks there� It can also arise
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because decisions to create new extents are made quickly when the load
on another processor changes� so that many new extents are moved to a
processor that suddenly becomes lightly loaded� To avoid these problems�
information must be propagated reasonably rapidly through the system� but
the number of processors that will react quickly to a change in load on a
particular processor must be limited�

Suitable load propagationmechanisms include probing ���� gradient meth�
ods ����� processor pairing �
	� ��� drafting algorithms ���� and bidding al�
gorithms �
��� The ultradi�usive algorithms of Lumer and Huberman �����
which uses a hierarchical control structure� are particularly well suited when
the number of processors is large�

	� Analysis� The dB�tree algorithm is designed to avoid blocking and
permit highly concurrent access� The only occasion when an action is blocked
occurs when a parent points to a deleted child whose space is reclaimed� If
the action is resubmitted to the parent� the parent can submit the action to
one of the node�s neighbors� or it can block the action� If the action is routed
to a node on the same level as the deleted node� then the action will not be
blocked� Further� updates on a node can use non�blocking lazy updates �����
which permit concurrent updates of a node�

The performance of the dB�tree depends on many factors� For example�
the message passing overhead depends on the network topology� the distri�
bution of nodes to processors �i�e� the load balancing algorithm�� and the
implementation of replica coherency�
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Let us consider the space overhead required by the dE�tree� In the
best case� each processor stores O�
� extents� and in the worst case each
processor stores O�P � extents� where P is the number of processors� Since a
processor stores the nodes on the path from the root to a leaf� each processor
stores between O�log�P �� and O�P log�P �� internal nodes� Ranade ���� gives
algorithms for storing a search tree on a synchronous mesh or butter�y
network that require O�
� storage overhead per key� While our suggested
replication strategy does not make this storage complexity guarantee� we
note that a mass storage system will typically store M � P log�P � bytes
per processor�

If P processors store a dE�tree� then at most � log�P � messages must be
passed to perform the desired operation� Index restructuring is only required
when data balancing is performed� which is relatively rare ����� Thus� the
dE�tree is an e�cient distributed index in practice�

�� Conclusions� We present a distributed dictionary based on the B�
link tree� the dB�tree� The interior nodes of the tree are replicated in order to
allow many processors to read the same node and thus increase parallelism�
The degree of replication decreases as one descends from the root� in order to
control the cost of maintaining replica coherency� Update operations on the
interior nodes rarely block operations in their search phases and can proceed
concurrently on the same replicated node in some cases� further increasing
the parallelism of the tree�

We use the �exible dB�tree to construct an e�cient data�balanced dic�
tionary� the dE�tree� The dE�tree assigns key ranges to processors� and a
processor may maintain several key ranges� The dB�tree is used to allow the
key ranges to be created� deleted� or modied without centralized control�
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